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Abstract
IPTV promises to be within the spectrum of services offered in the future Internet. In
cooperative IPTV, clients’ resources are typically used to build a scalable system to distribute
TV content. One of the major challenges of this approach is to reach the same quality of service
of traditional television and commercial IPTV by employing only best effort network layer
services. This paper proposes a novel architecture based on P2P networking for cooperative
IPTV. Challenges are discussed and some solutions are proposed as part of the architecture. The
aim is to make this type of system more competitive with traditional television and commercial
IPTV.

1 Introduction
The development of architectures and softwares which hide technical details from users enabled
the wide spread use of voice over IP (VoIP) services. Simultaneously, television over IP (IPTV)
services have emerged as an alternative delivering system to traditional cable and broadcast systems.
However, IPTV technology needs to mature, since its visual quality is still poor when compared to
that of traditional systems. Regulatory issues have also prevented IPTV a broader deployment.
However, they have brought newcomers to the market such as traditional telephony companies,
which offer IPTV services in triple play packets.
IPTV architectures can be either private or public. In private ones, also known as commercial
IPTV, the size of the network limits the population served [1]. In public architectures, also known
as cooperative IPTV, the Internet provides the infrastructure, enabling a global population to have
access to services [1]. Commercial IPTV is normally provided together with Internet broadband
access and telephony over IP (triple play services), creating a unique business opportunity which
capitalizes on customer fidelity [1].
Cooperative IPTV employs open architectures and takes advantage of clients’ resources. Achieving the same quality of service of traditional television and commercial IPTV by adopting best effort
∗
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service support is the major challenge of this approach [1]. P2P networking is the most intuitive
paradigm for cooperative IPTV, since it promotes scalability by using clients’ resources. In existing
P2P systems designed to deliver video streams in real time, called P2PTV, the video streams are
typically TV channels from all over the world [2].
In this paper, a novel architecture based on P2P networking and designed for cooperative IPTV
is proposed. Although P2P IPTV is feasible in current Internet, it is still in its infancy [3]. In this
paper, common challenges of these systems are discussed and some solutions are incorporated in
the proposed architecture. The aim is to make cooperative IPTV more competitive with traditional
television and commercial IPTV, narrowing the existing gap of quality between them.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, common challenges of P2PTV
systems are discussed. In Section 3, a novel architecture for cooperative IPTV is described and
compared to other architectures and solutions. Details of components, connections and features are
also provided. Last, in Section 4, some conclusions are drawn.

2 Challenges of P2PTV Systems
In this section, challenges of P2P IPTV systems are discussed. Issues are addressed in the light of
making this technology competitive with traditional television.

2.1 Short Start-up Delay
The PPLive system [4] stores tens of seconds of video frames in buffers before playback [3]. In [5],
it was reported that a new peer may spend 10 to 15 seconds to join a P2P overlay and take another
10 to 15 seconds to launch the media player and store video frames in buffers. Although the employment of buffers helps ammeliorating the problems of peer failure and bandwidth fluctuation, the
long start-up delays hinder user experience, specially when fast browsing through different channels
is desirable. In fact, users of traditional television enjoy the possibility of fast channel switching [3].
Thus, start-up delays need to be shortened from tens of seconds to just a few seconds in P2P IPTV
systems [3]. Although redundant data transfer and network coding can ammeliorate this problem,
they increase traffic [3]. Moreover, while network coding in P2P file sharing has already produced
positive results [6, 7], its employment in P2P media streaming has yet to be better understood [5].

2.2 Need for Incentive Mechanisms
Statistics of P2P network usage point out that only a minority of peers cooperate altruistically in
these systems [8]. In [9], it was shown that in some P2P media streaming systems some peers
are requested to contribute 10 to 35 times more uploading bandwidth than the downloading bandwidth they consume [9]. Given such demands, it is natural that peers tend not to cooperate without
enforcement. Therefore, the employment of effective incentive mechanisms is necessary in systems which depend on user cooperation. In P2P IPTV, this is specially important due to the large
bandwidth requirements created by the simultaneous transmission of multiple channels. Although
several incentive schemes have been proposed in the literature, the design of a light-weight and
scalable incentive mechanism which can be incorporated into video broadcast applications remains
as an open problem [5].
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2.3 Need for Some Dedicated Infrastructure
It is common in P2P media streaming systems that users be connected by DSLs and cable modems
and, consequently, have less outgoing bandwidth than incoming bandwidth. Moreover, the outgoing
bandwidth can be smaller than the video playback rate. As a result, more provisioned peers typically
cooperate more than they consume, acting as amplifying nodes which compensate the resource
deficit caused by clients less provisioned [3, 5]. In IPTV systems, resource requirements are usually
greater due to the existence of multiple channels. An interesting question is whether or not more
provisioned peers (and their ISPs) will have the capability and incentive to continue providing the
additional upload traffic [3]. Thus, new emerging P2P IPTV architectures should consider not only
an efficient incentive mechanism, but also some level of dedicated infrastructure to compensate
resource deficit [3].

2.4 Support for Flash Crowds and High Churns
Flash crowd is a common situation in P2P media streaming systems. It occurs when the arrival
rates increase rapidly and remain high for a short period of time, typically due to the broadcast of a
popular event [5, 10]. The first difficulty under flash crowds is the admission of new peers without
degenerating the quality of service for already connected peers. The second difficulty is to have fast
repair of delivering structures when a high number of peers depart, so that service interruption is
avoided. This situation deteriorates when peers disconnect right after having been accepted since
they do not obtain the desired quality of service.
When high churn occurs the system needs to adapt itself continuously to cope with high arrival
and departure rates. In IPTV systems, high churns are aggravated by frequent channel switching.
The usage of multiple description coding and multiple distribution trees for promoting redundancy
in data and network paths can ammeliorate the effects of churns [11–13]. Some works also consider
overlays in mesh instead of multiple trees [4, 14]. In addition, stimulating longer session times can
diminish the consequences of peer disconnections [15, 16]. Although all these solutions have been
already investigated, the design of a P2P video broadcast system which is robust to extreme peer
dynamics still needs to be conceived [5].

2.5 Support for Client Heterogeneity
Another difficulty in P2P media streaming systems is the diversity of access technologies. A stream
delivered at a single rate can overwhelm less provisioned peers as well as furnish low visual quality
to more provisioned peers. Thus, there is a clear need for mechanisms to adapt to different client
bandwidths. Coding videos at multiple rates in parallel at the server for delivering the appropriate
stream to each client is one solution to the problem [17]. Moreover, scalable coding techniques such
as layered coding [18, 19] and, more recently, multiple description coding can also ammeliorate the
problem [11–13]. Although these two approaches are effective for video streaming services, most
of media players can only support single description coding [5]. Furthermore, progress need to
be made in order to diminish the processing and bandwidth overheads of these new coding techniques [5].
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2.6 Synchronization of Client Playback
In [3], it was reported large playback lags for the PPLive system, which make some peers watch
video frames in a channel minutes behind others. This is particularly undesirable in live broadcasts
with user interaction. In order to ammeliorate this problem, better overlay strategies and more
efficient scheduling schemes for video chunks can be employed [3]. Among the challenges, there are
the prevention of multiple overlay edges from traversing the same physical link and the optimization
of communications between end users that traverse other end systems (which increases latency) [5].

2.7 Better NAT and Firewall Traversal
In [3], it was reported the existence of multiple occurrences of private IP addresses in the PPLive
system, which is an indication of several peers behind NAT servers. Moreover, it is pointed out
in [5] that Internet environments can have over 50% of nodes behind NATs and firewalls. The
reachability of peers depends on factors such as the transport protocol utilized, the type of NAT
and firewall employed as well as whether or not peers are behind the same network. Depending on
the scenario, some peers can not be reachable at all, i.e., their bandwidth will not be used by the
system. Thus, the design of efficient schemes for NAT and firewall traversal is a relevant matter to
be considered [3, 5].

3 A Novel Architecture for IPTV
In this section, a novel P2P architecture for IPTV is proposed to address the challenges mentioned
before.

3.1 Overview
The architecture proposed in this paper employs multiple distribution trees and multiple description coding, as in CoopNet [12], SplitStream [11] and Chunkyspread [20]. Other systems such as
CoolStreaming [14] and PPLive [4] employ the mesh-pull approach to increase reliability and explore more efficiently the outgoing bandwidth of peers, since in tree overlays interruptions occur
when an internal node disconnects. Besides that, tree overlays do not explore the bandwidth of leaf
nodes, which do not admit children under themselves [21]. However, when multiple distribution
trees are employed, such disadvantages do not exist, since all peers are interior nodes in at least one
tree. Moreover, when a subset of trees suffers disruptions, the continuity of the video broadcast is
ensured by the other trees, causing only a momentary drop in the perceived quality.
The main reason for adopting multiple distribution trees instead of mesh networks is to reduce
the start-up delay, given that the data-driven scheduling cost is eliminated. The employment of
an auxiliary structure in mesh to optimize the main structure in trees is an interesting approach
when there is a single distribution tree [22]. However, the benefits of such approach when there
are multiple distribution trees are still unknown, demanding further investigation. Therefore, the
proposed architecture adopts only multiple distribution trees.
Multiple distribution trees demand maintenance of explicit delivering structures. The Chunkyspread system [20], which also employs multiple distribution trees, strives to compensate these
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costs by designing simple and scalable algorithms for the construction and optimization of trees.
In this paper, the proposed architecture tries to compensate the same costs by employing multiple
servers, either dedicated or temporary, in a way that the tree management overhead is shared among
themselves and communication costs are localized.
In order to compensate the resource deficit caused by less provisioned peers, the proposed architecture includes dedicated servers, enabling not only the transmission of large bandwidth streams,
but also the coexistence of multiple channels. The proposed architecture differs from CoopNet,
SplitStream and Chunkyspread, which include only data seed servers, without any dedicated intermediary layer. Another difference from those systems is the adoption of multiple stream providers,
which makes the proposed architecture closer to a full IPTV service.
To provide full IPTV services, the proposed architecture features a scheme for channel switching with short start-up delays. This scheme takes advantage of multiple description coding and is
based on redundant data transfer, organization of the multiple distribution trees and management of
multiple buffers in stream media players. This is a distinct aspect of the proposed architecture.
Given the increasing demand for bandwidth created by high quality streams [23, 24] and the
existence of multiple channels, the proposed architecture features a specific incentive mechanism,
which aims at increasing cooperation as well as stimulating peers to act as temporary servers. In this
scheme, temporary and dedicated servers share the tree management overhead and the responsibility
to deliver TV content. The incentive mechanism is also a unique feature of this architecture.
As CoopNet, SplitStream and Chunkyspread, the proposed architecture addresses flash crowds
and high churns by employing multiple distribution trees and multiple description coding. The proposed architecture addresses client heterogeneity by employing layered multiple description coding,
as the last release of CoopNet [13]. With that, less provisioned peers receive only the descriptions of
the base layer, while more provisioned peers receive, in addition, the descriptions of enhancement
layers. Client heterogeneity can also be treated by the incentive mechanism together with bandwidth
adaptation [15, 16]. It is also possible to stimulate longer session times to ammeliorate the effects
of peer disconnections. Such approach also helps handling flash crowds and high churns.
The proposed architecture does not address the synchronization of client playback. Another
challenge not covered is better NAT/firewall traversal. It is known that the NAT traversal scheme
employed by Joost [25] is based on the STUN protocol [26], which lets peers behind NATs discover
their public address, the type of NAT and the public ports associated to the local ports.

3.2 Detailed Description
The proposed architecture is composed by four layers. Such layering takes into account the volume
of traffic transmitted among components (Figure 1).
3.2.1

First Layer

Stream providers (SPs) reside in the first layer; they can be compared to broadcast stations in traditional television. An SP can produce live TV content, audio streams and pre-stored content. The
functionality of this layer is to support multiple channel content generation, making the proposed
architecture closer to a full IPTV service rather than a simple multicast P2P media streaming.
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Figure 1: Proposed Architecture for Peer-to-Peer IPTV.
The stream generated by an SP is coded into layered multiple description coding. Multiple description coding have been employed for various purposes such as promoting redundancy in data
and network paths [11, 12], adaptation to peer heterogeneity [13, 15] and implementation of incentive mechanisms [15, 27]. The proposed architecture also employs multiple description coding to
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facilitate browsing through multiple channels. Although the number of descriptions can vary for
each channel, their bandwidth must be the same after coding. Thus, a higher quality channel will
have a greater number of descriptions than a lower quality one.
3.2.2

Second Layer

In this layer, SPs are connected to dedicated super nodes (DSNs). The functionality of this layer is:
(1) to make available at each DSN all existing TV channels, (2) to provide dedicated infrastructure to
compensate the resource deficit caused by less provisioned peers and (3) to coordinate the admission
of new peers in the system.
The main difficulty in this layer is the distribution of channels among all DSNs. Ideally, to
reduce the number of hops, direct connections among all DSNs could be provisioned. As a result,
each DSN should have an outgoing bandwidth of at least the bandwidth for the content produced
by all its SPs times the number of remaining DSNs. Similarly, each DSN should have an incoming
bandwidth of at least the bandwidth for the content produced by all SPs in the system. Such approach is only feasible for a small number of DSNs and channels. Alternatively, a solution based on
application multicast can be employed. However, this has the shortcoming of increasing the number
of hops and, hence, the start-up delay.
3.2.3

Third Layer

The components of the third and fourth layers are the participating peers. In the third layer, there are
temporary super nodes (TSNs), which are more provisioned peers. The functionality of this layer is
to select multiple TSNs that jointly with the DSNs will share the responsibility of distributing TV
content to all peers in the system. In particular, TSNs also share the burden of managing multiple
distribution trees.
While DSNs have locally available all the existing TV channels, TSNs have available only the
channel being forwarded and the channel being watched. Additionally, TSNs receive samples of the
non-forwarded channels in order to implement the scheme for channel switching described next.
Suppose that a TSN is forwarding Channel a and watching Channel b. Such TSN receives the
descriptions na + nb + M , where na is all the descriptions of Channel a, nb is all the descriptions
of Channel b and M is the set of all initial descriptions of the non-forwarded channels.
3.2.4

Fourth layer

In this layer, there are regular nodes (RNs), which are peers: (1) less provisioned; (2) not willing
to cooperate more than the necessary; and (3) more provisioned and willing to cooperate, but who
have not been selected by the system due to the existence of better suited peers to become TSNs.
The functionality of this layer is to bring together all peers that are not acting as TSNs, but that
are forwarding descriptions in the existing trees. Depending on the channel selection of a particular
RN, it stays admitted under a certain TSN, based on which TSNs are forwarding that channel.
RNs are admitted by TSNs similarly as in the CoopNet system. Each RN is admitted as an
interior node in just one tree and as a leaf node in the remaining trees. In this way, trees become
more diverse and hence robustness is increased [11]. Differently from CoopNet, there are two sets
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of trees to implement the scheme for channel switching: one for delivering the descriptions of the
selected channel and the other for delivering the initial descriptions of the non-selected channels.
As an RN is admitted into only one set of trees at a time, no additional bandwidth is required to
implement such scheme.
Each RN can receive only a subset n′ ⊂ ni of the n descriptions of a given selected channel i,
in case its incoming bandwidth is not sufficient to accommodate all ni descriptions. Similarly, each
RN can receive only a subset m′ ⊂ M of the initial descriptions of the non-selected channels. In
this way, peer heterogeneity can be handled by not admitting RNs into all distribution trees.

3.3 Scheme for Channel Switching
RNs are always admitted by TSNs. An RN can be in two states: “watching mode” or “browsing
mode”. In the former, the peer is admitted into the first set of trees, which delivers the descriptions
of the selected channel. In the latter, the peer is admitted into the second set of tress, which delivers
the initial descriptions of the non-selected channels.
When an RN is watching a channel and decides to check the programs in exhibition on other
channels, it leaves the state “watching mode” and enters into the state “browsing mode”, migrating
from the first to the second set of trees. The message overhead for this operation is limited to the
scope of a TSN, not overloading the components of the upper layers. The start-up delay for the new
stream is bounded by the period of time necessary for migrating to the other set of trees and for
filling up the playback engine buffers, since TSNs receive, continuously, the initial descriptions of
the non-selected channels.
One enhancement is to let the playback engine manage multiple buffers for different streams
simultaneously, i.e., while receiving and playing a channel, it also receives the remaining channels,
storing these other streams in buffers in a first in first out policy. As long as the aggregated bandwidth is the same for both set of trees, the memory capacity required for this buffer arrangement
is equivalent to that of all descriptions being received for the same channel. This approach makes
channel switching faster, limiting the start-up delay to the change from the state “watching mode”
to the state “browsing mode”. However, if an RN’s incoming bandwidth is not sufficient to receive
all initial descriptions delivered in the second set of trees, then a paging or swapping scheme is
necessary.
When an RN is browsing through channels and selects a specific one, it leaves the state “browsing mode” and enters into the state “watching mode”. In this case, it must be admitted by a new
TSN which forwards the descriptions of the selected channel. A major challenge is to smooth the
synchronization of the stream from the old TSN with that from the new TSN, until the old TSN can
be dismissed.
TSNs can freely change their channel selection without affecting the RNs admitted under themselves. They do not have to be admitted into two different sets of trees, since they receive all the
descriptions through the same connection with the admitting DSN. They just switch the playback
engine’s buffers to load either the initial descriptions of the non-selected channels or the descriptions of the selected channel at a time. Since TSNs always receive all the initial descriptions of the
non-selected channels, no paging scheme is necessary to accommodate subsets of channels.
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3.4 Admission Control
All DSNs are registered in the DNS in a circular way. When a peer wants to connect to the system,
it first sends a query to the DNS, which returns the address of one existing DSN. When contacted,
the DSN first checks whether the peer has the capabilities to become a TSN and whether or not he
or she is willing to do that. If so, the peer is admitted as a TSN of a channel with deficit of TSNs.
The admitting DSN is not necessarily the one returned by the DNS; instead, the least loaded DSN
is contacted, based on load information exchanged among all DSNs.
The peer is admitted as an RN when: (1) it does not have the capabilities to become a TSN
or (2) the user does not want to become a TSN or (3) there is more TSNs in the system than the
necessary. In this case, the DSN initially contacted determines the best TSN to admit the new node,
based on load information. As illustrated in Figure 1, TSNs send their load information to DSNs.
In addition to their own load information, DSNs distribute the ones received from the TSNs, as well
as the information of which TSNs are forwarding each existing channel.
The DSN initially contacted returns to the new peer the TSN chosen. The new peer then contacts
the TSN, requesting an admission operation. The new peer is then admitted in the second set of trees
to receive the initial descriptions of the non-selected channels, entering into the state “browsing
mode”. If the new peer knew a channel selection a priori, then the DSN initially contacted could
have selected a TSN which was forwarding the same channel. In this case, the new peer would be
admitted into the first set of trees, entering into the state “watching mode”.

3.5 Incentive Scheme
The incentive mechanism of the proposed architecture is credit-based; credits result from peers’
cooperation and they are stored in bank accounts. By allowing both cooperation and remuneration
to occur at different moments, some benefits can be achieved, such as: (1) the system can take
advantage of peers which are offline and decided to continue cooperating to accumulate credits; (2)
peers using their outgoing bandwidth for other applications can obtain a video without cooperating,
as long as they have enough credits to pay for their immediate consumption; (3) less provisioned
peers can obtain, by using their credits, a stream with higher quality than the one they would obtain
in a tit-for-tat scheme; (4) more provisioned peers can keep cooperating continuously more than the
necessary to accumulate credits so that they can be reverted into later compensation, at the end of a
stipulated period.
The last mentioned benefit can be compared to the Internet advertisement business model, in
which affiliate websites earn revenue for displaying pre-determined advertisements, making the
publishing platform broader [28]. Similarly, part of the revenue of this platform could be transfered to peers which cooperate as TSNs. This could reduce the infrastructure needed, since more
provisioned peers would be hired dynamically to help in the distribution of videos.
In this way, it becomes necessary to classify TSN cooperators so that fairness can be promoted
as well as to provide the system a means to select the best peers. The system should consider
two capability-related metrics, namely throughput and delay, and two behavioral metrics, namely
session mean time and abrupt disconnection. Such classification scheme is not necessary for RNs,
which only have their credits computed periodically.
Following this rationality, the incentive scheme of the proposed architecture is comprised by the
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following components [29]:

• Banking: All peers have a bank account to store the credits resulting from the excess of
cooperation. The credits accumulated can be used later to compensate low or no cooperation
for a period of time. For the TSNs, such credits can also be reverted in revenue at the end of
a stipulated period.
• Barter Trade: It ensures a balance between consumption and cooperation while a peer is
in the system. When the cooperation is greater than consumption, the excess is stored in
a bank account. The consumption can only be greater than the cooperation when a peer
has accumulated credits. Debit is accounted at every unit of time, according to the deficit
measured.
• Community (Reputation): It is employed only for TSNs, to classify cooperators according to
their throughput, delay, session mean time and abrupt disconnection. It promotes fairness and
provides the system a means to select the best cooperators.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, a novel architecture based on P2P networking and designed for cooperative IPTV
was proposed. Common challenges were discussed and some solutions for them were proposed
as part of the architecture. The aim of this work is to make this type of system more competitive
with traditional television and commercial IPTV, narrowing the existing gap of quality between
them and, consequently, increasing the popularity of cooperative IPTV. The architecture is currently
under development and it is our hope to have the evaluation of its efficacy in a near future.
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